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Post Cruise Assessment Committee Report
2018 (Q1 - Q3) UNOLS Fleet Safety Incidents at Sea

- Falls/Slips/Trips: 19%
- Contact with Object/Equipment: 31%
- Overexertion/Bodily Reaction: 25%
- Illness (including heart conditions, disease, etc.): 13%
- Transportation incidents: 6%
- Exposure to harmful substances or environments: 6%
- Transportation incidents: 6%
- Falls/Slips/Trips: 19%
- Contact with Object/Equipment: 31%
Post Cruise Assessment Committee Members

Ben Van Mooy/WHOI

Brandi Murphy/UW

John Bichy/UGA-Skidaway
2018 % PCAR Return: Captain, Chief Scientist, and Marine Technician by Ship

- Captain
- Chief Scientist
- Marine Technician

% of PCARS Returned

- Atlantic Explorer
- Atlantis
- Blue Heron
- Endeavor
- F.G. Walton Smith
- Hugh R. Sharp
- Kilo Moana
- Marcus Langseth
- Neil Armstrong
- Oceanus
- Pelican
- Robert Gordon Sproul
- Roger Revelle
- Sally Ride
- Savannah
- Sikuliaq
- Thomas G. Thompson
Fleetwide Percent Return for Post Cruise Assessments
2008-2018
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UNOLS PCAR Program: Path Forward

- Ben Van Mooy/ Chair would like to bring some fresh new ideas
- (3) Separate forms for Captains, Techs, and Chief Scientist
- UNOLS Office will work with each Operator to see how they tell PIs about PCARs
- UNOLS Office will also work with Operators to gather feedback from Captains and Techs about the PCAR Process
- Currently writing a Statement of Work to solicit RFP from professional survey companies. (Qualtrics)